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Changes in the way customers buy technology are pressurising existing channel and partner 
organisations’ processes and capabilities. As they increasingly target the SMB market, vendors are 
rethinking the ways they allocate resources to scale their channel operations.   
 
While leading channel partners have made the investment in the resources, expertise and 
infrastructure to offer and deliver MPS effectively, there are many resellers that remain reluctant 
to make the leap. Consequently, they are looking to print manufacturers for support and help to 
maximise their chances of succeeding through eliminating the barriers and pain points associated 
with transitioning the MPS. 
 
This report provides an overview of some of the key channel MPS offerings in the European market 
and draws on various Quocirca channel research studies conducted in 2016.  
 
Report Excerpt 

Please note that a full report is also available that covers each MPS programme in detail.  
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Executive summary 

The dynamic change in the way customers wish to purchase, consume and pay for their IT products and solutions is 
redefining the role of the channel. The momentum of cloud computing, evolution of customer choice and continued 
margin erosion means that channel partners need to build a new business model that is both sustainable and flexible 
for the longer term. With commoditisation driving a decline in hardware profit margins, the print channel needs to 
look beyond transactional sales towards building a services model that enables recurring revenue, enables new 
incremental revenue streams and longer term customer relationships. 

Untapped opportunity 

The channel plays a critical role in how print manufacturers address the largely untapped SMB opportunity. However, 
the channel faces many challenges in its transition to MPS. For many, the service delivery, billing and internal 
processing involved with MPS requires a step into the unknown. Resellers that want to offer MPS may find themselves 
with a need to build new platforms and design new services, alongside managing billing processes and service delivery 
to support their customers’ demands.  

Resellers must of course ensure they can execute successfully in bringing new MPS offerings to market. They need to 
understand exactly what their customers want and position their offering to address this. Without previous 
experience in MPS, this can present a high risk. In many cases, these challenges can be too high an obstacle to 
overcome, particularly for smaller resellers that do not have the time, resources or funds to invest in an entirely new 
business model.  

Fortunately, more print manufacturers are simplifying and expanding their channel propositions to make MPS 
accessible, regardless of the MPS maturity of the channel partner.  Leading vendors are developing a broad range of 
support – including centralised portals, technical resources and support and marketing and financial support, 
generally accessible via cloud-based platforms. This helps resellers maximise their chances of succeeding by 
eliminating the barriers associated with transitioning to MPS. 

Cloud momentum creates more opportunities 

The growing adoption of cloud services is lending further momentum to MPS, particularly for SMB and midmarket 
customers. Cloud services continue to gain popularity amongst businesses, due to standardised services, usage based 
pricing and predictable expenses. MPS plays to these key strengths providing predictable, recurring revenue for the 
partner. Businesses gain the opportunity to shift expenses from CAPEX to OPEX, whilst simplifying and standardising 
their print infrastructure and minimising time spent on print administrative tasks (consumables order, replenishment 
and service for instance). The channel can capitalise on cloud-based portals by white-labelling their own branded MPS 
offering, eliminating the need for investment in their own cloud platform. The cloud also enables the channel to tap 
into lucrative software opportunities, particularly in the development and sale of customised vertical solutions. 

The vendor landscape 

Today, many print manufacturers are leveraging existing enterprise MPS infrastructure to develop flexible channel-
led MPS offerings. Because of the disparate nature of the printer and copier reseller channel, manufacturers recognise 
the need to develop a broad range of modular services with options to suit the expertise and maturity of each of their 
channel partners. Xerox has an established lead here with decades of experience in delivering MPS through its channel 
partners. It has a broad continuum of offerings from a single device to full MPS, and perhaps one of the most advanced 
channel partner communities in the industry.  

HP is catching up, having spent the past few years refining and simplifying its channel-led MPS programmes. From 
simple ‘print-as-a-service’ to broader MPS offerings, HP has removed the complexity of its previous patchwork model 
for MPS. Its acquisition of Samsung’s printer business and its push into the A3/copier market relies on effective 
engagement of the channel. As such, the coming year will be critical for HP in recruiting not only the right type of 
partners for its A3 business, but also in driving momentum in its traditional channel base. 
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This report provides a competitive overview of the major European channel MPS programmes. It also includes 
highlights from a Quocirca study, conducted in April 2016, investigating attitudes to solutions and services amongst 
300 resellers in the UK, France, and Germany.   

 
Please note that a full report is also available that covers each MPS programme in detail.  
 

MPS definitions  

What does channel-led MPS include? 
Channel-packaged MPS offerings aimed at smaller and mid-market businesses vary in depth and scale. Unlike 
enterprise MPS, they do not generally require an initial print audit assessment.  
 
An entry-level MPS offers a way for smaller organisations to purchase printers combined with supplies, maintenance, 
and support through an all-inclusive contract. Customers may either purchase devices outright or lease them - leasing 
enables organisations to shift capital to operational expenditure. Businesses then pay a monthly fee based on 
predicted monthly print volume, which covers the cost of the equipment, any leasing costs, supplies, service, and 
support. 
 
Some contracts require a monthly or annual print volume commitment. This means the client will pay for printing a 
set number of pages, even if they don’t use the full amount. In these cases, an ‘overage’ charge is generally applied – 
a set price for each page printed over and above the agreed number.  
 
With some contracts users only pay for what they print. However, there may still be a commitment to a service 
contract for a minimum period. 
 
Depending on their capabilities, resellers may offer additional services as part of an MPS, such as assessments, device 
consolidation consultancy or document workflow solutions. Some also offer flexible packages that enable businesses 
to scale up their usage as they grow. 
 
The following table describes the key differences between a basic MPS and a value MPS approach.  
 

Category Description Channel requirements 

Basic: maintenance, supplies, and 
support 
 

Hardware, supplies, service, 
support, and finance based on 
cost per page 

Minimal investment – simple and quick to 
operate, no software, no audits, no 
complexity 

Full: 
assessment, optimisation, and 
management 
 

Monitoring and reduction of 
print volumes, environmental 
impact and costs, and 
improving workflows 

Some investment – print audit tools, 
multi-vendor support, remote monitoring 

 

Figure 1. MPS definitions 
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The following capabilities are fundamental in any MPS offering: 

Features      Benefits 

Automatic meter or counter reading 
 

 No need to spend time on manual meter reads 

 Greater billing accuracy 

 Automatic invoicing 
Automatic error notification  Predicts equipment failure  

 Improves uptime 

 Less user intervention 
Automatic toner/ink management and 
supplies ordering 
 

 Proactive maintenance and replenishment 

 Improved inventory management 
 

Usage reports  Optimise hardware usage through more efficient data 
collection and analysis 

 Better device utilisation and management 

 Advance warning when the device is reaching end of life  
Customer portal or web interface 
(for the customer and service provider) 

 

 Improved customer experience – an easy, fast and efficient 
way to monitor device usage 

 Service provider can analyse customer reports on demand 
to improve service levels 

Remote management, for example 
automatic software upgrades and remote 
configuration 

 Improves response times  

 Maximises service engineer utilisation 

 
Figure 2. Recommended MPS capabilities 
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Challenges for the print channel 

The print channel faces challenging times. Hardware commoditisation and shrinking margins are creating the need to 
create new revenue opportunities around services and software.  The top concern for the channel today is 
competition from other resellers, noted by 56% of resellers (Figure 3). This was strongest in the UK, where 65% 
reported it as a top concern. Resellers are also challenged with decreasing marketing development funds (MDF), 
reduced leads from vendors and a lack of marketing resources, particularly in the UK and France.  
 

 

Figure 3. Top concerns for the channel  
 

MPS maturity  

Quocirca groups channel partners into three broad categories when it comes to MPS: 
 

1. Traditional – still largely focused on a hardware strategy with no plans for recurring revenue offerings 
2. Progressive – have an active interest in offering training, education, and solutions and generating recurring 

revenue, either from managed or cloud-based services 
3. Transformative – earn mostly recurring revenue from solutions and services 

 
Today, only a minority of channel partners have moved to the transformative stage in respect of MPS.  In Quocirca’s 
study, just under a quarter have evolved to a full MPS business, with a third still at the beginning of their journey 
(Figure 4).  
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Figure 4. Transition to an MPS model  

 
These leading partners set the bar high for their peers. They have invested in the resources and expertise to push 
their MPS business. This not only helps them build a longer-term recurring revenue model and the introduction of 
incremental value-add services, but also paves the way for deeper engagement with customers. For instance, greater 
interaction with the customer can be built up through consulting services such as assessments of document workflow 
or security risks – and this can create opportunities for lucrative software sales. Such software sales can be both 
packaged and customised depending on the capabilities of the resellers. 
 
The single most important barrier to MPS amongst the channel is the risk of moving to the unknown. Most partners, 
regardless of where they are on the services path, will have a fear of losing revenue from hardware sales as they move 
to a services-led model. Equally, the economics of a managed service model can put resellers under pressure to keep 
cash flowing as their business model changes from transactional to contractual – particularly if this involves a move 
to a more subscription-like model with revenues being spread over a period of time. These concerns can be a major 
hurdle to MPS adoption in the channel.  
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MPS partners are outperforming their peers 
For those resellers willing to make the leap of faith, the shift to MPS is paying dividends; 44% that have evolved to an 
MPS business model are seeing an increase in revenue of 5% or more. This compares to 15% of those that indicate 
that they plan to start MPS (Figure 5).  
 
Of course, strong performance results are not solely attributable to MPS, although research indicates a positive effect. 
Channel partners led by a strong management team tend to see critical trends in the industry first and make the 
commitment to MPS or a services-led approach early. As such they are benefiting from early adoption and the 
experience built up from developing their own MPS practices.   
 

 
 

Figure 5. Current revenue performance compared to 2015 

 
Channel programmes are not meeting expectations 
The shift towards software and services demands that vendors adopt an effective channel strategy. Vendors have to 
realise that the channel is only part of the overall sales process:  the vendor themselves must provide value in the 
chain.  No longer is the print world a process of delivering hardware to a channel partner for the partner to sell on. 
What is required is the provision of the tools, support and training to help partners expand their solutions’ 
opportunities in partnership with the vendor.  Quocirca’s survey reveals that response times, margin retention and a 
centralised portal are highly rated in terms of importance for a channel programme. However, in terms of satisfaction, 
channel programmes are falling short across these areas, and by a significant margin.  
 
There are also gaps in satisfaction around sales commission structure, the ability to collaborate with other partners 
and the levels and availability of marketing development funds (Figure 6). There is clearly an opportunity for channel 
programmes to improve –some printer manufacturers are doing better than others. 
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Figure 6. The importance of channel programme capabilities/overall satisfaction (where 1 = unimportant/dissatisfied 5 = very 
important/very satisfied) 
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The solutions opportunity 
Software is a key opportunity for channel partners and while MPS is certainly an enabler for solutions sales, many 
channel partners without MPS expertise also sell solutions (Figure 7).  
 

 
 

Figure 7. Solution and MPS maturity  
 

Solutions are broadly categorised as follows: 
 

 Mobile printing: This enables mobile workers to print directly from their smartphone or tablet in a secure 
and reliable manner. Mobile printing boosts user productivity by providing the same print capabilities they 
are familiar with from their desktop while on the move.  

 Security: Networked printers and MFPs have the same, and in many ways, greater security vulnerabilities as 
any networked IT device. Through secure print tools, SMBs can increase document security while minimising 
paper wastage and increasing user productivity. For example, with pull printing, documents are only printed 
when the user confirms their identity, such as by entering their user ID and password or swiping a 
personalised smartcard. This eliminates the risk of users printing documents and forgetting to pick them up 
then reprinting them later. Allowing users to activate their print job at any MFP on the corporate network 
through centralised print job management supports today’s more mobile and flexible ways of working. 

 Document workflow: With SMBs citing the need to reduce paper consumption as a key concern, many are 
actively digitising their paper processes. By using document workflow tools that enable scanning directly 
from an MFP to the cloud or an enterprise content management (ECM) system, SMBs can use an MFP as a 
document processing hub, making it integral to key business processes.  

 
Notably, channel partners see the software opportunities beyond MPS as of much greater value than the MPS 
opportunity itself (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. What solutions and services do you feel represent the most significant opportunities for the channel in 
the next 24 months or more?  
 
As with MPS, each partner will have differing levels of software skills and capabilities, and will need guidance and 
support from their suppliers. Print manufacturers therefore need to offer a broad, scalable and accessible software 
portfolio that enables channel partners to capitalise on the software opportunity.  
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Vendor landscape 

Quocirca has created a snapshot of the positioning of vendors in the European channel MPS market (Figure 9). This 
was based on vendor survey submissions about their strategies and offerings and existing data on the perception of 
MPS programmes among SMBs and resellers.  
 
The graphic represents Quocirca’s view of the competitive landscape for vendors with channel-led MPS offerings. A 
“+” denotes an improvement in market position from 2014 and a “++” indicates significant improvement in service 
portfolio and investment in resources over the same period. The categories are as follows:  
 

1) Leaders: Vendors with strong strategic vision and a comprehensive MPS service offering. Leaders have made 
significant investments in their service portfolio and infrastructure and boast strong delivery capabilities.  

2) Major players: Vendors that have established and proven offerings and are continuing to develop their 
infrastructure for channel partners. 

3) Contenders: Vendors that are investing in resources, infrastructure and partnerships to expand their MPS 
market coverage regionally or globally 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Quocirca European channel MPS vendor positioning, 2017 
 
Please note that this report focuses exclusively on channel programmes from printer manufacturers and does not 
cover programmes from independent MPS providers. A full report covering each programme in detail is available for 
separate purchase.  
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Xerox 

Quocirca opinion 

Focused on driving growth in the SMB market through its channel partners, Xerox has established itself as a clear 
leader in the channel-led managed print services (MPS) market. Its MPS strategy is consistent across its direct and 
channel-led approach - based around three main phases – assess and optimise; secure and integrate; and automate 
and simplify.  
 
Xerox has effectively leveraged its scale, MPS platform and service delivery excellence to create a comprehensive and 
modular portfolio of services for its channel partners. Its flexible service delivery model and integrated cloud platform, 
enables partners, regardless of their MPS maturity, to participate in the growing market opportunity. 
 
Xerox is committed to expanding its penetration through managing both Xerox and third-party devices, increasing its 
support for partners to accelerate the revenue opportunities from capturing multi-vendor pages. This takes advantage 
of its already mature capabilities in managing and supporting more than 1,000 different types of multi-vendor devices 
in its direct MPS engagement. This includes post-sale management of non-Xerox devices and optimisation tools to 
migrate or eliminate expensive non-Xerox hard copy output to more cost-effective Xerox options. Worthy of note is 
its MPS contracting tool which helps enable fast contract activation across a multi-vendor environment. 
 
Furthermore, Xerox has perhaps one of the most advanced and mature channel partner ecosystems in the industry. 
In Europe, Xerox has over 300 Advanced MPS partners (known as Xerox Partner Print Services, or XPPS) and over 1,000 
partners involved in Basic Print Services. Indeed, what particularly sets Xerox apart is its partner business development 
programme which offers extensive marketing, sales, training and operational support and resources for channel 
partners.  
 
Xerox has made a great deal of progress in creating a compelling solutions portfolio for its channel partners. A bright 
spot in its portfolio is the Personalised Application Builder Platform, based on ConnectKey technology.  Partners can 
customise an app from the App Studio or take advantage of a new capability to build a specific application for their 
customer. This will be a key driver for Xerox in supporting expansion of channel-led solutions sales, particularly 
amongst partners that are prepared to invest the time and expertise to build stronger relationships with their 
customers, demonstrate differentiation and create future revenue streams. 
 
Meanwhile, Xerox is wisely enhancing its security portfolio, which will address the growing imperative that 
organisations of all sizes are placing on having a cohesive and coherent end-to-end corporate security strategy. Xerox 
has a suite of print security solutions which is ideal for SMB companies, providing a range of secure print capabilities 
through a variety of flexible, licensing models.  
 
Xerox is also developing comprehensive channel models for its workflow automation portfolio which includes its 
personal and office productivity range of products. One area that holds more promise is the integration of the 
DocuShare platform and ConnectKey MFPs. SMBs are increasingly looking for cost-effective approaches to content 
management and digitisation. DocuShare brings enterprise-class ECM functionality to this market, and channel 
partners should fully leverage the potential of this product. 
 
By continuing to leverage the expertise of the most advanced partners, Xerox is well positioned to broaden channel 
engagement and capture more success in the market. A broader and more accessible solutions portfolio supported 
by a robust channel programme will only serve to re-enforce its leadership in the market. 
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Service offerings 

Xerox has segmented its partners and formed offerings according to the needs of each partner audience.  The result 
is a configurable platform where each partner can pick and choose the options that best suit their business model and 
the needs of their customers. Xerox offers three primary channel-led offerings: 

 Managed Supplies Services. Managed Supplies Services is an easy way for partners to provide proactive, 

automatic supplies replenishment for printers and MFPs that are not under a cost-per-page price plan to 

save customers time and money and give partners a predictable, recurring revenue stream.  

 Basic Print Services wraps a support contract around a device and provides remote monitoring, standard 

reporting and simplified billing from the core MPS platform.  Simple assessment services are also available.  

 Advanced MPS includes both the base Xerox Partner Print Services (XPPS) offering and the Next Generation 

Xerox Partner Print Services (Next Gen XPPS) offering.  While the base XPPS offering is focused on delivering 

value through print fleet assessment and optimisation services, next generation XPPS incorporates Security 

and Integration services as well as Automation and Simplification services.  The result is a 3-stage model 

(outlined below) that not only optimises the cost and effectiveness of the print infrastructure but also drives 

business efficiency and employee productivity through workflow automation. The goal of next generation 

XPPS is to cut out paper-based inefficiencies and improve the flow of work. 

MPS Platform and Tools 

Xerox Partner Print Services is based on a fully integrated cloud-based platform. This offers the following capabilities: 

 Device discovery and monitoring. Discovers devices, collects meter reads and collects device status. 

 Sales contract management. Sales management and contract activation. 

 Assessment and optimisation. Mapping, assessment and optimisation capability. 

 Business intelligence. Standard reporting from Xerox Services Manager data warehouse. 

 Service management and delivery. Asset and incident management. 

 Customer service portal. A web portal for customers to share service information. 

Xerox has developed two new tools to further support its channel partners in simplifying both sales and support for 
MPS engagements: 
 

 Managed print contracting tool. Xerox offers a unique managed print contracting tool which guides partners 

on data entry and enables fast contract activation. A partner creates the customer account and installs the 

Xerox Device Agent on the customer network. The partner selects and configures the fleet and based on 

partner selections the tool displays real-time pricing and the partner places the order. The tool is free for 

accredited partners. 

 Xerox Support Assistant. Launched in June 2016, this provides up-to-date service related information to the 

customer. This integrates with the Xerox MPS Global Hosted Service Manager to report service incident and 

supplies shipment status.  

Assessment services and tools 

For those channel partners with a mature MPS business that are looking to expand their solutions opportunity, Xerox 
offers a range of analytics and assessment services, based on NewField IT technology. Capabilities focus on five levels 
within an organisation: device, user, document, process and service. Each offers a different type of analysis, and builds 
on the previous levels to offer progressively more sophisticated insights.   
 
Channel partners can leverage these capabilities where appropriate, but today most of the analytic services are most 
suited to mid-market and larger enterprises.  
 
Solutions 

Xerox is expanding its solutions portfolio for channel partners. Its ConnectKey platform is a strong differentiator for 
channel partners who have the expertise and resources to build customised workflow applications. 
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 ConnectKey. Xerox’s ConnectKey platform is a crucial element to helping partners expand their solutions 

sales opportunities. The ConnectKey platform for A3 and A4 devices provides capabilities for integrated 

device management, support, mobile printing and workflow automation.  

 Security. Xerox continues to expand its security offerings. The Xerox print security portfolio offers capabilities 

such as secure document release, chargeback and accounting, print rules, and mobile print. With a variety of 

flexible licensing options, this platform is particularly well suited to mid-market clients and provides a 

modular approach to implementation. 

 Personal and office productivity solutions. This includes: 

o Digital Alternatives. A collaborative tool that enables documents to be shared and annotated 

digitally. Offered as both a private-cloud or on-premises solution and includes reporting and 

analytics for visibility into document usage and sharing. 

o DocuShare DocuShare, is Xerox’s enterprise content management (ECM) platform that has been 

enhanced to provide organisations with the flexibility and tools to be more productive. DocuShare 

is mobile and cloud enabled, offering enterprise-class ECM functionality such as capture, manage, 

collaborate, process automation and security for businesses of all sizes).  

Personalised Application Builder Platform   

Xerox uses a combination of proprietary technology (ConnectKey ecosystem) and channel partner led innovation to 
support a vibrant ecosystem of advanced solutions that can be customised by the Channel MPS reseller network to 
create unique differentiation. 
 
The Personal Application Builder program is a suite of tools enabling Partners to build personalised applications that 
address significant customer needs. These applications will enhance SMB customer productivity while differentiating 
Partners in their markets and creating new revenue opportunities. 

The key elements of the Personalised Application Builder program are: 

 Giving Partners access to the existing customisation toolsets (EIP SDK, MPS API and FreeFlow SDK) 
previously offered only to Xerox Software Partners; 

 Expanding Partner adoption of Xerox® App Studio, a cornerstone of the program; 

 Option to “build it yourself” or to use an authorised Xerox developer to create the application; 

 Training and support, including hands-on technical training; 

 Marketing to maximize their business opportunity. 

 
Partner Business Development Program 

The Xerox Channel MPS program goes beyond tools to offer a full range of business development support to identify 
new opportunities, help partners engage customers and generate end-user demand. This includes: 

 Data analytics tools to help MPS partners uncover hidden opportunities and turn unmanaged pages into 
profit. 

 Accredited Xerox Channel MPS partners gain access to Newfield IT’s proprietary assessment tools 
integrated with the Xerox MPS tool suite – the same tools used by the Xerox enterprise MPS teams. 

 The Partner Solutions Playbook: an interactive library of real-world customer scenarios, each showing how 
to solve a workflow problem with a step-by-step overview of possible solutions. The Playbook explains the 
solution, the technology and time needed for deployment, as well as potential revenue projection. 

 Support: website content, social media, customer-facing collateral, partner councils, demand generation. 
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About Quocirca 
Quocirca is a primary research and analysis company specialising in the business impact of information technology 
and communications (ITC). With worldwide, native language reach, Quocirca provides in-depth insights into the views 
of buyers and influencers in large, mid-sized and small organisations. Its analyst team is made up of real-world 
practitioners with first-hand experience of ITC delivery who continuously research and track the industry and its real 
usage in the markets.  
 
Quocirca works with global and local providers of ITC products and services to help them deliver on the promise that 
ITC holds for business. Quocirca’s clients include Oracle, Microsoft, IBM, O2, T-Mobile, HP, Xerox, EMC, Symantec and 
Cisco, along with other large and medium-sized vendors, service providers and more specialist firms. 
 
For more information, visit www.quocirca.com. 
 

 
 

 
Disclaimer:  
This report has been written independently by Quocirca Ltd. During the preparation of this report, Quocirca may have 
used a number of sources for the information and views provided. Although Quocirca has attempted wherever 
possible to validate the information received from each vendor, Quocirca cannot be held responsible for any errors 
in information received in this manner. 
 
Although Quocirca has taken what steps it can to ensure that the information provided in this report is true and 
reflects real market conditions, Quocirca cannot take any responsibility for the ultimate reliability of the details 
presented. Therefore, Quocirca expressly disclaims all warranties and claims as to the validity of the data presented 
here, including any and all consequential losses incurred by any organisation or individual taking any action based on 
such data and advice. 
 
All brand and product names are recognised and acknowledged as trademarks or service marks of their respective 
holders. 
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